EXHIBIT A
Drew Marshak's Briefcase
EXHIBIT B

February 12 Twitter Group Chat

Lee Croddy (@LeeC_RCN): Here is a sneak peek at what’s coming in this week’s video guys. A source dropped these official documents in my mailbox yesterday for me to release to the world! It’s true, aliens will be the next threat to our lives, best stock up on supplies!!

Chris (@chrisdmorio): OMG! Knew they were HIDING from us!!

Buzz (@buzzzzbro): Nice find Lee! This’ll be the STORY OF OUR GENERATION!

Zuri O’Neill (@ZuriO’Neill): Crazy! Can’t believe they’ve known about this and won’t even give us the information we need to protect ourselves!

Lee: Don’t worry, I’m still doing some digging. The person who wrote these reports was stupid enough to leave their name on it! I’ll march right up to Marshak and DEMAND the information.

Remi Montoya (@theRCNmanifesto): You’re doing the NEEDED work here Lee. No more secrets!!!

Mike (@mikewolf_rcn): How do they expect us to just be OKAY with HALF the information?

Lee: Barely even half! That’s why I’m going to make sure we get the full story. This is going to be a series, I’ve known about this for years but now I have PROOF.

Taylor (@taytaygolden2): Anything you need from us, we’re there! Right there next to you! This is the RIGHT side of history!

Lee: We have to make demands, march up to this Marshak person and DEMAND ANSWERS! And if Marshak won’t answer us, we’ll just TAKE what is OURS!

Remi: I’ll be right next to you! You’re not doing this alone!

Zuri: Fight the good fight!

Chris: We’ll all be there!!! Can’t deny AMERICAN CITIZENS their RIGHT to PROTECT THEMSELVES!

Remi: Most of us will be in Beacon Hills this weekend for the meet-and-greet! Marshak lives close to there!!

Buzz: Just a quick detour before the meet-and-greet.

Lee: Guess this meet-and-greet couldn’t have come at a better time, can’t wait to see most of you again on Saturday!! After the release this Thursday, the RCN family is going to want to MOBILIZE! No more STAYING SILENT!
EXHIBIT C
February 14 WhatsApp Text Conversation -
Lee Croddy and Remi Montoya

1. Hey there! I am using WhatsApp.
2. Hey, you're in Beacon Hills right? I need to ask a favor for the second part of that piece I'm doing on CDOJ and aliens.
3. Yah I'm in Beacon. Anything you need I'm there, you can count on me.
4. I need you to go to that agent Marshak's place. It's near you. Get the rest of the documents. I won't be in the area tomorrow otherwise I'd do it myself. Can you go to the house and try to get them before the meetup tomorrow?
5. Yah for sure! I've still got the address from the group chat and it's not too far from me. I'll get it, trust me.
6. Thanks! I knew I could count on you. You know how important it is that we keep running with the story. We're starting a MOVEMENT here, time is of the essence.
7. Honestly, I'm honored to help in anyway I can. I know how important this is.
8. I know you do. But we NEED those documents Remi. You really need to get into that house tomorrow.
9. You got it Lee! I can do this.
10. Thank you! Good luck tomorrow. Don't do anything I wouldn't do...